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ABSTRACT

Introduction Points of entry (POE) have an important role in timely national response to infectious diseases threats. However, a guiding framework is lacking for the transition from generic preparedness into optimally specified response for an imminent infectious disease threat, a step called ‘operational readiness’.

Objective We aim to contribute to the conceptual closure of this preparedness–response gap for infectious disease control at POE by providing content to the operational readiness concept.

Design We first explored the NATO Combat Readiness (NCR) concept for its applicability on infectious disease control at POE, as the military discipline faces the same need of being flexible in preparing for unknown threats. Concepts of the NCR that support the transition into response to a specific threat were integrated into the operational readiness concept. To explore the added value of the concept in practice, we conducted and analysed semi-structured interviews of professionals at European POE (n=24) responsible for the early COVID-19 response.

Results Based on the NCR, operational readiness builds on the fact that activating the response capabilities and capacities to a specific threat requires time. For professionals at POE, the transition from generic preparedness into the COVID-19 response led to challenges in specifying response plans, dealing with an overload of information, while experiencing shortages of public health staff. These challenges could be covered within operational readiness by defining the time and the specific staging needed to upgrade response capabilities and capacities.

Discussion We conclude that a guiding framework for operational readiness seems appropriate in relation to the many activities and challenges POE have had to face during the COVID-19 response. Operational readiness is mainly defined by the time dimension required to deploy the response to a specific threat. However, integrating this conceptual framework into practice requires structural and sustainable investments in outbreak preparedness.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ We use empirical data on the COVID-19 response at points of entry (POE) to theoretically contribute to the preparedness in these settings for next impactful infectious disease threats.

⇒ A military framework provides a new and comprehensive inspiration to dealing with unknown threats in public health.

⇒ Sampling interviewees via the network of Europe’s joint action on POE preparedness provided access to many POE, at the same time leaving a potential bias by selecting POE that are internationally active and eager to enhance.

⇒ For the generation of interview data, potential bias follows from non-response—especially for data collection during crisis—and interviews in non-native language in a long-distance setting.

INTRODUCTION

Public health (PH) authorities have the specific task to early identify and respond to infectious disease threats crossing their country’s borders, such as at airports, ports and ground crossings. Since 2007, the International Health Regulations (IHR) require countries to designate so-called points of entry (POE) to have capacities to respond to PH risks. Despite increasing efforts to guide preparedness at POE1–4 and despite international regulations aiming to safeguard the capacity for an international response,5–6 POE had difficulty to respond timely and effectively to internationally spreading diseases in the past.7–10

Responding effectively to emerging infectious disease threats at POE is difficult, as their occurrence is mostly unpredictable and scarce. The probability that a single POE has to deal with a serious event is generally low. The implication is a continuous investment...
in both response capabilities—expected achievements—and capacities—required resources such as trained staff, infrastructure, goods and procedures for events that may not happen soon. Furthermore, each infectious disease threat has unique specifics resulting from among others its specific geographic and social contexts, timing and pathogen characteristics. This uniqueness results in the need to prepare generally, but to allow for flexibility in the response to a specific threat.

The sequence of preparedness and response activities (including lessons learnt) constitutes the emergency management cycle (EMC). Several theories and guidelines subsequently state what steps in the EMC entail, but the practical adjustment of plans to the specific situation at hand remains implicit. As a result, the transition from a generic state of preparedness into a specific response situation each time depends on the expertise, insights and initiatives of the professionals involved but is not structurally supported by a guiding framework. This is problematic as a late transition may result in response operations starting hastily, inflexibly and late, instead of timely and appropriately. This lack of concrete steps to transit from generic preparedness into a specific response situation can be called the preparedness–response gap.

Several efforts have been made to close this preparedness–response gap providing interesting starting points, although not specifically for POE. ‘Readiness’ is defined in the WHO EMC as ‘a statement of the capacity and capability of a relief agency or service’, requiring up to 6 months to be ready for a next threat. Furthermore, a small body of grey-reviewed and peer-reviewed literature in emergency preparedness describes this transition from preparedness into the response using the concepts ‘operationalization’ and ‘operational readiness’. These concepts appoint to the need to assure a timely, effective and efficient response infrastructure ‘focused on the highest priority risks’. However, how to operationalize or to be ‘operationally ready’ largely remains unclear. One study performed by some of this study’s authors suggested a framework to specify preparedness during an evolving threat based on triggers for PH and health partners.

How can we provide a guided transition from generic preparedness to specific response to support a timely and effective response by PH authorities at POE? To answer this question, we first need to study how the preparedness–response gap can be conceptually closed. PH is not the only field dealing with preparedness for unknown threats. Also, military operations deal with this challenge. Departing from a framework used in military preparations, we developed a graded definition of operational readiness to provide the required language for bridging this gap. Subsequently, to validate this concept empirically, we heuristically analysed interview data gathered in the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 among professionals involved at European POE.

METHODS
Conceptual framework
We use the NATO Combat Readiness (NCR) concept (used by the NATO Response Force for military preparations, as a frame, as it leads us to a further division of actions in between preparedness and response. Before exploring if and how the NCR can serve PH, we would like to stress that gathering input from military concepts is not to equate PH response with military action. We merely use the input to understand how readiness is conceptualised in the military field as it faces similar organisational challenges of preparing for a variety of unknown threats.

From preparedness to response with NCR
The NCR provides two steps in between preparedness and response. These two extra steps are named ‘Stand-by’ and ‘Deploy’.

- ‘Stand-by’ points to the status following an explicit assessment whether response capabilities and related capacities can be ready in a predefined timeframe. This timeframe indicates the time for a unit to be ready to be deployed for the task it has been equipped and trained for, from the moment of activation. For example, in a military scenario, a specific unit is tested for their capability to set up a military hospital serving 50 trauma patients within a 1-week timeframe. If it can, the unit receives the status ‘Stand-by’ for this capability for the duration of 1 year.

- ‘Deploy’ covers the phase in which the Stand-by capability needs to be evoked. The Deploy phase takes no longer than the predefined time. To stick to our previous example, when the military hospital is required, it is deployed in the preconfirmed 1-week timeframe, after which it is ready to serve the response. During deployment, local officers should adjust the capability to the specific situation.

Looking for similar lines of reasoning in infectious disease preparedness, we came across predefined capabilities for POE in the IHR. Assessments are done to check the implementation of capacities required for these capabilities, such as during the yearly State Party Self-Assessment Annual Reporting to WHO and Joint External Evaluations. Also, preparedness plans include standard operating procedures that define capabilities needed in the response. However, the main difference with military practice is the missing assessment of the time needed to activate a capability. As a result, the deployment and subsequent start of the response are expected to be timely, without an explicit feasibility assessment.

A definition
Using the military concepts ‘stand-by and deploy’, we give content to ‘operational readiness’ in infectious disease control. Operational readiness entails predefining the timeframe in which the activation and specification of required response capabilities and capacities can take place. For operational readiness, both preparedness activities and a proactive initiation of the response are needed.
It is during preparedness that the timeframes for capabilities and connected capacities should be defined. Readiness (‘Stand-by’ in military terminology) in this sense refers to the ability to activate response capabilities in the predefined timeframe. Operationalisation (‘Deploy’ in military terminology) refers to the actual activation and specification in reaction to a threat. Figure 1 states the definitions of readiness and operationalisation as used in this study.

Readiness range
Refraining from considering the time needed for activation of the response, one assumes a binary—thus sudden—transition from preparedness to response. The NCR creates a transition from preparedness into the response that is gradual instead of binary. Because of the clear notion what time it takes to deliver a certain capability, one has to plan ahead of the response. In this way, a so-called ‘readiness range’ is created where different layers of capabilities and related capacities are strategically planned over time. An application could be done to the capability to protect staff from a contagious source when dealing with suspected cases. The first layer of capacity would require sufficient protective equipment being available within minutes to hours. Stocks of this capacity should be sufficient until new protective equipment can be delivered (second layer) or produced (third layer). Figure 2 shows a hypothetical example of a readiness range for infectious disease response divided for different threat levels.

Adopting this readiness range into infectious disease control would imply defining many different sets of capabilities and related capacities in different time perspectives. The planning of capacities should support capabilities, and capabilities need to be attached to different scenarios. An example of an already implemented readiness range is the distinction made in the IHR between capabilities needed ‘at all times’ and during a ‘Public Health Emergency of International Concern’.

The case: challenges at European POE
We empirically studied the activities, challenges and lessons during the evolving COVID-19 response at POE, in the period in which—according to the above presented operational readiness concept—operationalisation of the response is needed. We aimed first to learn whether the preparedness–response gap was visible and what activities were done to close it in practice. Second, we aimed to see to what extent the two dimensions of operational readiness (the time dimension and a layered response) are visible.

Design
Participants of interest were PH professionals and crisis responders working locally or nationally for European POE, and who were involved with the COVID-19 response tasks. Participants were invited via country representatives in the EU Healthy Gateways (EU-HG) network, the network that cooperatively aims to improve preparedness and response at POE in Europe. Participants were invited either directly or via snowball reference. We aimed for interviewees at national and local levels in all countries to triangulate the data. Also, we aimed for equal geographical representation. Final limits of the sample were based on saturation of the data and the timeframe within which the discussed situations at POE could be considered comparable. Because two authors (DdR and AT) were also in a broader sense active in EU-HG, interviews were as much as possible conducted with or by a second researcher in PH but outside this network (no author).

For each interview, reflective memos were written to reflect on the relational and communicational characteristics, and these potential effects on the content of the interview.

We interviewed 30 participants in 24 interviews from 11 different European countries. Five interviews had a national perspective, and 19 had a regional or local perspective. Fifteen interviews elaborated on experiences...
from airports, 11 from ports and four from ground crossings. All national interviews, and 12 other interviews, covered more than one type of POE. Interviews took place in June, July and August 2020. In the interviews, participants were asked to describe the activities, problems, solutions and lessons learnt regarding the preparedness and response in two distinct phases of the COVID-19 threat: the early phase in spring 2020 leading to the declaration of the pandemic, and the summer 2020 when travel restarted. The study plan including the interview guides can be found in online supplemental file 1. We cohered to the Dutch National Scientific Integrity Guidelines and ethical requirements for conducting and reporting qualitative research (online supplemental file 2). All participants signed for informed consent.

Interviews were recorded, fully transcribed and anonymised regarding person names, job titles and geographic locations before analysis in MAXQDA. Audio files and transcripts were stored in password-locked files in locked digital maps. We coded deductively all activities in the interview data using codes for different periods of the pandemic (before, first wave, restarting summer travel), EMC phases (preparedness, readiness, response, recovery) and organisational entities that the activities related to (structure, capability, capacity). We furthermore coded experiences (negative, positive, lessons learnt, needs), and any expressions on the two dimensions of operational readiness: the time dimension and the readiness range. We analysed the data inductively, per code and by combining codes for the different EMC phases with organisational units, experiences and operational readiness dimension. Analyses and findings were discussed among at least two of the authors.

Patient and public involvement
Patients or the public were not involved in this study. The aggregated results of the interviews were shared per email with the study participants.

RESULTS
Activities during the evolving pandemic
During the start of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China, and its rapid global spread, the participants recalled many activities that had to be done. These activities were partly focused on early response measures, but also to transit from a state of generic preparedness to the COVID-19 response. An overview of the activities, challenges and facilitators is provided in table 1. An overview of the challenges and solutions attributed to these activities can be found in online supplemental file 3.

The applicability of plans and guidelines
Some POE were able to adjust their plans early and effectively. Helpful in adjusting plans were a well-prepared existing plan developed in cooperation with POE partners,
and legal space to adjust plans for implementation of new measures. Other POE had plans and guidelines that did not fit the actual situation (online supplemental file 4—Quote book: Quote 1 and Quote 2, further referred to as ‘Q[number]’). As a result, some POE worked with plans developed on a day-to-day basis, or remained adjusting and adding scenarios up to months within the crisis. The rewriting of plans was done by PH authorities from local or higher levels in cooperation with different sectors, such as the POE owners, conveyance companies and safety and security partners.

By the beginning of the summer, many ports still missed plans for the restart of cruise ship sailing (Q3). These missing plans were accompanied by a feeling of fear for dealing with these large numbers in case of an outbreak (Q4). Many also missed the knowledge to handle these outbreaks (Q5). Another remaining challenge in writing good plans was the lack of a common strategy among European countries.

Capacity of space, material and staff
A major set of activities centred around safeguarding capacities. Personal protective equipment (PPE) and disinfectants were limited available for some, while others had purchased these early enough in sufficient quantity. The largest challenge in the beginning (Q6), which still remained in the summer (Q7), was the lack of trained PH staff. After COVID-19 had appeared in Europe, professionals worked day and night to set up screenings at POE and to perform contact tracing due to insufficient numbers of staff. In the summer, this problem is so severe that several participants mentioned the capacity of the PH system being at stake (Q8, Q9). Solutions were sought in involving staff from the military, the WHO country office or from closed down sectors. The invention of the digital passenger locator form is a technical solution that could avert a high burden on PH professionals. Contrary to the lack of PH staff, professionals at POE in the transport sector, such as from the airport management, from the airlines, cruise liners and crew on board, were often overnumbered due to the decrease in travel.

Another major activity was the set-up of entirely new ground crossings between EU Schengen countries. Among all POE types, partial or full closed down (Q10) appeared due to a lack of staff or equipment. First, capacity had to be safeguarded or reorganised before reopening gradually.

The network and organisational structure
The activation of the response network at and around POE was a major activity during the evolving COVID-19 pandemic. POE partners initiated intersectoral meetings and enhanced their frequency and composition. Some POE had to refresh their relations, especially with national authorities (Q11). Levels of decision-making were sometimes laid on higher working levels. With the upscaling of the level of decision-making, some POE lacked structures to serve political decisions, leading to figurative use of structures (Q12).

Sometimes, national decisions were over-ruled by international demands. For example, test policies for crew’s destination differed from the policies at the POE of departure. Still, the demands of the destination of arrival had to be accepted due to interest of ongoing travel and trade (Q13). POE sometimes felt caught in between demands from national authorities and the international guidelines (Q14). Adding up to this problem was the lack of cooperation in Europe (Q15). At the organisational level, crisis tasks had to be prioritised over regular ongoing work. Also, the COVID-19 situation kept changing fast, overwhelming PH authorities with new rules, information (Q16) and questions from partners and the public. As a result, their offices had to reorganise their organisations amidst the evolving crisis (Q17).

Several POE described a quite smooth run-up to the crisis. Sometimes because of good preparedness (Q18, Q19), because the crisis had affected them less than others or because of an effective organisation (Q20). Facilitators for effective organisation at PO level are to know each other, to be able to reach each other easily (Q21), also in informal ways, to acknowledge each other’s role (Q22), trustworthy behaviour, sticking to one’s word, frequent meetings (Q23) and a pre-existing crisis organisation to build on (Q20). Also, someone of the PH authority located physically at the POE is considered paramount, as is someone acting as a leader (Q24). On a national level, the exchange among POE and support from higher working levels are considered helpful.

In the summer of 2020, remaining challenges are the unclarity in the organisation of and responsibility for dealing with large groups of stranded travellers, such as those from cruise ships or from several planes.

Early response
The activities focused on adjusting to what may be upcoming overlaps with an early response. Increased monitoring on board of conveyances starts as travellers returning from an increasing number of risk areas. An ongoing risk assessment was done based on continuous signals via formal surveillance networks and media. PH authorities started informing partners and the public on potential symptoms and hygienic behaviour.

Challenges in the early response seem related to challenges in capacity and the organisation of the response, as PH authorities are overwhelmed with new information and questions from POE partners and the public. They needed to provide adequate risk communication in a situation in which much is uncertain. Amidst uncertainty, major decisions need to be made with large societal and economic impact. Facilitators in the early response are the use of a clear and strict case definition, clear notification lines among partners and early implementation of strict measures for which an effect is expected.

In the period towards the restart of summer travel, the majority of challenges can be described as the need to be
The evolving COVID-19 crisis is characterised by many activities and correlated challenges at European POE, supporting the idea that ‘operational readiness’—the transition into the response to infectious disease threat—requires to be acknowledged as a distinctive and well-defined phase in the EMC. We applied the NCR, which is used in military preparations, to PH response and identified two dimensions of operational readiness: the time needed to activate capabilities, and a layered approach to the start of the response. Following from our results, activities during operational readiness in the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic at European POE entail: a more intense cooperation in crisis tasks across sectors and working levels, an increased flow of information exchange with partners and the public and an effective start of the PH response. In this section, we formulate opportunities for future development of the operational readiness concept and reflect on our methodologies. First, we start elaborating on three of our most important policy recommendations.

Policy recommendations

Recommendation 1: a broader set of response capabilities and surge capacity should be developed aimed at the process of operationalisation

Despite the extensive attention for response capabilities at POE prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, this study’s results show that professionals considered it challenging to apply them to the specific COVID-19 situation. It was challenging to update plans ad hoc, to safeguard capacity amidst global scarcity, to integrate the input from different working levels amidst wide uncertainty about the future and to inform the public and partners about the response on an unprecedented scale. These challenges all entail activities that belong to the phase of ‘getting ready’, for which also capability should be developed. By investing in networking, cooperation, digital upscaling and crisis-organising skills and capabilities in between crises, we can optimise the use of support expertise of PH professionals during crises. At the same time, we have to ensure a sufficient buffer capacity to tackle the challenge by safeguarding sufficient numbers of trained staff at all times. When developing preparedness scenarios, these should include surge capacity strategies.

Recommendation 2: integrate time to operationalise infectious disease response

The readiness range—as adopted from military practice—does not guarantee preparedness for unknown threats in the future, but it ensures a predefined timeframe needed to get ready to act. As a result, it is a feasible tool for planning. As the types of threat might vary endlessly, it is impossible to have all capacity and capability ready at all times. At the same time, as a first set of capabilities can be evoked very fast to provide early response, the activation of extra capacity or capabilities needs to start.

Starting early is one of the facilitators for a smooth transit of the response, but this study’s results show that timing is only acknowledged by few professionals. A recent prospective study by van den Oord et al. studied different networks in the port of Antwerp during the first months.
of the COVID-19 pandemic. They point out that getting ready for the port required about 6 weeks, compared with the 2 weeks that these researchers had expected it to take. The timeframes for different response capabilities should carefully be decided on both serving the speed of response and the practicalities of operations. From a tactical perspective, the time in which specific capabilities are required can be defined. From an operations perspective, the feasibility of implementation within this suggested timeframe should be thought through.

Integrating this time dimension implies dedicated preparedness actions for readiness. First of all, scenarios should be worked out for which extensive capability and capacity planning should be done. Scenarios can entail what is known and should include unprecedented threats based on expertise and worse case scenarios. Second, good relations and smooth cooperation among partners involved in the response are paramount. These should best be built in the time between crises, as is again brought forward in this study. Third, the ‘timing’ of readiness, as is the start of the operationalisation, could be further supported. Our results show that different POE reacted differently to signals of the evolving pandemic. Suggestions for predefined ‘triggers’ to start operationalisation of the response are discussed in de Rooij et al. for the clinical response.

**Recommendation 3: local and flexible options for action should be facilitated to react to the unknown**

The next crisis will never materialise exactly in the way the scenarios prepared for. It is therefore essential that the approach remains flexible. Although the operational readiness supports to plan in time the potentially required capacities and capabilities, these will not fit the situation at hand at once. Local and flexible options for action are required to fit what is demanded by the local circumstances. Easy and frequent exchange among POE partners and local leadership are two important facilitators for flexibility named in the interviews. Another common concept in military practice is that the ‘what’ and ‘why’ are outlined on a tactical level, but the ‘how’ remains up to the operational forces to sort out. In this way, situational factors can be integrated during the activation of the response. Conditions for the implementation by local workforces—referring back to the required capabilities and capacity—are the availability of sufficient numbers of skilled people, with strong feeling of shared responsibility and trust in the organisation; and the full support of their superiors regarding their operational decisions and the required capacities. To educate the PH professional also as a crisis responder is in this way an important lesson for PH education.

What then exactly is the tactical and operational level, one could ask. For the local POE, often regional or national governments and PH authorities formulate the PH measures and in this case would be called tactical, while the PH authority and travel partners would often cooperate in the operationalisation of these measures. Both the tactical and operational levels, however, should also be seen in a European or even broader international context. As mentioned by several professionals during the interviews, it is frustrating to work day and night protecting the health of the country when actions are ineffective because untuned with other POE in Europe. The pandemic has shown that an EU/Schengen area with no corresponding European-level PH strategy is undoable.

**Opportunities and threats**

Although we clearly conclude on the need to integrate a predefined operational readiness step in the EMC, we should be careful not to expect magic from it. It is one step further in the pandemic preparedness to bridge the gap to specific response. However, even with a well-elaborated operational readiness framework, it is unclear to what extent scenarios should be thought through in their scale and unique characteristics. During the COVID-19 pandemic, it became clear that ports indeed should be ready to deal with outbreaks on the largest cruise ships. But should they also be prepared for two at the same time? Uncertainty on what will happen remains, always requiring ad hoc coordination and improvisation.

Taleb even argues that the more sophisticated and complex a system and its preparedness for crises is, the more devastating the next crisis will be as it will always occur at a point where you are not paying attention. The easy conclusion is that it may be impossible to define and organise response capabilities and related capacity for all these threats. Given this critical note, how can the concept of operational readiness be used? First, the concept can stimulate the way of thinking about threats and timely response amidst sufficient capacity by, first of all, providing the language to do so. Second, referring back to the travel sector and setting, we will continue to be confronted with infectious disease introductions, since travel volumes will further grow in the future, and the risk of the occurrence of new viruses will remain high.

We state that thinking about and developing scenarios on capacity requirements using the framework of operational readiness is therefore necessary.

When further testing and developing operational readiness, several opportunities lay ahead. The operational readiness should be tested on subsequent waves in the COVID-19 pandemic or other large-scale outbreaks, and a thorough feedback from practice would be useful. In particular, those responsible for the implementation of the IHR could have fruitful suggestions on how this framework may affect their work in the future. Also, although a scoping review in the publicly available peer-reviewed and grey literature on readiness and operational readiness did not lead to a comprehensive model as used in military science, it is well thinkable that emergency preparedness practices in large emergency relief organisations, has experiences on readiness practices that add up to this framework. An important indication can be seen from WHO, who recently integrated readiness in their EMC.
CONCLUSION

This study has shown activities and their corresponding phases in the transition from a generic state of preparedness into a specific response situation at European POE, based on the COVID-19 first wave. Attempting to further close the preparedness–response gap, we suggest integrating an operational readiness step which acknowledges the time needed for this transition and a stepwise operationalisation of response capabilities. We consider it essential to support this operational readiness phase that will precede any next response situation in the future. Although this case highlighted a European perspective and focus on COVID-19, we strongly believe in its valuable input for the scientific debate on preparedness for and response to next outbreaks involving POE and subsequent implementation in practice.
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